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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Remote-maintenance Beckhoff-PLC

Remote-maintenance of a Beckhoff-controller with network-connection via secure
VPN-tunnel of the TeleRouter



Remote maintenance with TS-software without original TS-adaptor

You have to reach urgend your PLC via remote maintenance and have no TS-adaptor in
your company? No problem, configure with the MPI-Kabelmanager your
S7-interface-cable MPI/PPI-Kabel the mode "TS" for "remote maintenance", connect this
cable with the TS-Adapter (article number 9350-TS) with a standard modem and send it
all to your client. Now you will be able to start the connection with your TS-sofware and
solve the problem. And this all without buying a original TS-adapter.

Capture data and control independently

Apply small control tasks of your systems with EtherSens-Control-devices. Determine
switching points where the device is running to respond. Depending on the
parameterization, an email or SMS notification (depending on the device-configuration)
or the device automatically controls via the optional IO-modules (analog / digital / relay).



Wireless around the Allen-Bradley-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Allen-Bradley-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE
in the status

Universally on machine and PLC

Remote access to all your systems, PLCs without great effort. Even triggering of actions
by setting the integrated digital-outputs or reading in the digital and analog-inputs is
possible via the Internet connection.
 Regardless of whether you use your PC with the CONNECT-software or have connected
a device from the CONNECT-family. Couplings via LTE also enable access to the
LAN-interface on the system side. No special SIM-card is required for this.
 A solution with little effort and everything within your "private" cloud.



DHCP-server/client

You need a DHCP server on your network. Activate this functionality in your
EtherSens-device and you have immediately a server in the network. Consistently, the
EtherSens-device also can act as DHCP-slave.

Actual data of S5/S7-PLC in Excel-file

Logging of workflows, recording of operating states, archiving of process data, all of
these requirements can be handled with "PLC data in Excel".
 You create a template-file in Excel, enter special keywords as placeholders for PLC-data
such as flags, timers, counters, I/O and the connection-parameters and save the file as a
template for the tool. The tool runs on a Windows compatible PC and polls the defined
controller. As soon as the trigger event occurs, the configured PLC-data is read out and
entered in the template file instead of the placeholder and saved under a specified
file-name in the specified directory.
 It is also possible to communicate with controllers without a network-interface via
S7-LAN (with S7-200/300/400) or S5-LAN++ (with S5-90U to 155U).
 A corresponding Excel-file for each trigger event.


